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Why the need for a User Guide to the Tariff Calculation Model?  

The tariff calculation model although supported by other tools comprising the Transparent Tariff Toolbox still 
requires a user guide for those using the model to calculate their annual tariffs.

Before proceeding to use the model and this user guide it is essential that the user/practitioner familiarises 
themselves with the tool “Setting Tariffs” as it provides all the theory behind the model. An understanding of 
the theory will enable users to understand how the model is constructed. 

The user guide comprises
•	 A	technical	installation	guide	for	users	before	they	use	the	model.
•	 An	instruction	guide	on	how	to	populate	each	template	within	each	type	of	service	delivered.
•	 	A	detailed	assignment	to	be	undertaken	by	users	before	inserting	their	municipal	specific	information	so	

that	they	can	become	proficient	in	its	use	from	the	outset.	
•	 	A	data	collection	guide	to	assist	users	to	source	the	correct	information	to	populate	the	model.	Some	

useful	definitions	are	set	out	in	this	guide.

The tariff model’s principle aims are
•	 	To	ensure	municipal	financial	and	service	delivery	sustainability	by	producing	tariffs	that	reflect	full	cost	

recovery	and	financial	strategic	decisions	made	regarding,	profits,	losses	and	cross	subsidisation	when	
delivering	the	specific	service.	

•	 	To	ensure	that	the	tariffs	are	affordable	for	consumers/citizens	when	related	to	their	household	income	so	
as to enable them to pay their service bills.
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The model has been designed as “plug and play and is developed in Microsoft Excel 2007. 

installation
Copy the Tariff Setting Tool from the CD to the root of the C drive

1. Insert the disk
2. Select the directory named “Tariff Setting Tool” from the disk drive
3. Right click on Tariff Setting Tool directory and select Copy
4. Open Windows Explorer, select the C drive, and right click, Paste

 
Create a shortcut on the desktop to the Main Menu of the Tariff Setting 
Tool.

1. Right click anywhere on the desktop and select the option your 
operating system uses to create a New Shortcut.

2. In the Create Shortcut dialogue box Select Browse
3. Browse too and select C:\Tariff Setting Tool\MAIN MENU
4. Click OK
5. Test that the shortcut is working by double clicking on the icon
6. The shortcut open Excel with the Tariff Setting Tool MAIN MENU 

displayed

Macros – why and how to enable
The Model contains Macros that need to be enabled to run when the 
document is opened. The Trust Centre in Excel checks for information in 
macros and if there is a problem with it, it disables them and a Message 
Bas appears notifying you of a potentially unsafe macro.

When the Security Options dialogue appears you should click Options and you can 
enable this macro from the Tariff Setting Tool, as it is from a trustworthy source.

How to get 
started
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To avoid this question each time the Model is opened, we recommend that you label the Tariff Setting 
Tool folder as a trusted location;

1. Click the Microsoft Offi ce Button  and then click Excel Options.
2. Click Trust Center, click Trust Center Settings and the click Trusted Locations
3. Click Add new location
4. In the Path Box, click browse to locate the folder 

(which is C:\Tariff Setting Tool)
5. Select the Subfolders of this location are also 

trusted check box
6. Click OK

Menu and the different services – how are they 
interlinked
The different services are interlinked via the Main Menu. 
By returning to the Main Menu after completing the 
population of the specifi c service templates you are cur-
rently working on you will be able to access any of all the 
other services contained in the Model.

Trading services and non trading services – what are the essential differences?
Trading services are the main sources of income for the municipality and are electricity, water, sanita-
tion/sewerage and solid waste/refuse removal. In addition property assessment rates which is a tax not a 
service charge is also seen as a principal source of income. 

Non-trading services are community based services such as cemeteries, business licensing, swimming 
pools and services of a similar nature provided to the citizens by a municipality.

The Model contains all these services but not property assessment rates.

How to create new versions
If you want to create a new version of the model you need to start by fi rst backing up the version contain-
ing historical data. This will require you to copy the entire “Tariff Setting Tool” folder to a CD/memory 
stick or the root folder of another location (server/backup drive).  As the fi les are intricately linked to 
each other it is important that the whole folder itself is copied and not just the individual fi les. 
After making the backup, copy a new “Tariff Setting Tool” from your software CD to the C-drive as de-
scribed under “installation” on the previous page.

How to make changes in the setup
• All formulae are protected on model opening. 
• There is no password on the protection which will enable advanced users who have additional needs 

to add to the model as required. On reopening the model a macro reapplies protection to the model.

How to copy to new users
This can simply be done by copying the version to be made available to new users onto a CD or USB fl ash 
drive and getting the new users to follow the installation instructions set out above so they can copy it 
onto their computers.

how to get Started
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Guide to 
populating the 
Tariff Model

Get started!
Open “Main Menu”. By doing so you will be taken to the first page of the model

Main MenU
• Here you enter the Name of the municipality, which will follow through 

on each of the subsequent pages.
• Enter for which budget year you want to calculate tariffs.
• Select which service (Trading or Non-trading) you want to calculate tar-

iffs for by clicking on the button with the service name on it. If you choose 
Non-trading you must then select one of the 6 listed Non-trading services 
and then give it a name. i.e. Cemetery’s etc.

• Enter the currency for the country in which the municipality is situated 

eleCTriCiTy

 Start by pressing the button DEMAND
On this page you are expected to firstly:
• Select or alter the consumer groups (i.e. Domestic, Industrial etc), then 

the type of service level provided (pre-paid, metered etc) and then con-
sumption level within each group (i.e. 51 KwH to 70 KwH). The model 
identifies each group, service level and consumption level by highlighting 
it with a “yellow” background. Any wording or term in the Model situated 
in a yellow row or column can be changed. 

•   All changes made at this point on the DEMAND template will be car-
ried through to the other templates of the Model. They will thereafter 
appear with a “white” background and cannot then be altered. If you wish to 
change the wording or term again you must return to the DEMAND template 
to make the change. 

Then start to populate the model with the historical and future demand for 
electricity – as well as the historical tariff per consumer group and consump-
tion level in the appropriate column or row. 

deMand
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By historical demand we are referring to the current financial year using 
actual consumption levels for the expired portion and an estimate for the 
remaining period of the year and the future demand is the demand that the 
upcoming budget year will be based on.

The demand in the case of electricity consumption can normally be found in 
the municipal billing system as it relates to consumed levels of electricity.

The different customer groups can easily be changed. Please remember that 
the customer groups will be carried through the entire model so by giving this 
special attention at this early stage you will have a more correct final tariff.

The consumption/demand level for each consumer group and type will also 
be carried through the entire model.

The historical tariff is the current tariff that the municipality is charging per 
consumer group and consumption level type per baseline unit consumed. 
This information is necessary so that we, once a new tariff is calculated, can 
compare the changes from year to year – both in terms of consumer groups 
but also for the budget as a whole.

Once the page is complete, the total amount of electricity demand will be vis-
ible at the bottom.

 Now continue by pressing the button USERS
In the case of electricity, customers can also be billed not only for the elec-
tricity consumed but also for the availability/provision of electricity to the 
point of consumption. We therefore need to identify how many STANDS, or 
points that have access to the service and therefore need to be billed by way 
of a fixed monthly charge per month. This usually only applies to stands that 
receive a metered service and not a prepaid service.

Start by inserting how many stands each consumer group is composed of 
for the current budget year and continue with the estimate for the upcoming 
budget year. 

The information on number of stands can usually be found in the billing 
system or land survey register.

We also need to insert the current tariff per stand, this is usually a monthly 
tariff but as the budget figures are for a year the monthly tariff must be mul-
tiplied by 12 to arrive at an annual tariff and this is the amount that must be 
entered as the current tariff. This will enable us to compare the new tariff to 
the old, both per consumer group as well as a comparison between the years.

Once the page is complete, the total number of stands will be visible at the 
bottom.

 Now continue by pressing the button COSTS
The previous pages identified the demand for electricity. This page will pro-
vide a full picture of the cost for providing the customers with the electric-
ity. As such it is equally important as the demand, but there are quite a few 

Users

CosTs

guide to populating the tariff model
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pitfalls to avoid in order for the outcome of the calculation to be correct.

The white areas are pre-set. The rows and columns in yellow can be altered/
changed. 

The budget for the forthcoming year is entered from the budget templates 
either created by each municipality or standardised for all municipalities. 

Revenue generated by sundry services such as replacement of electricity me-
ters and electricity connections and disconnections is treated as a deduction 
from total costs on the basis that charges/revenue generated are made at cost.

Once all costs are captured, we need to determine the relationship between 
fixed and variable costs. The reason for this is that the fixed costs are the 
basis for the availability/provision of electricity to the point of consumption 
charge, while the variable costs are the basis for the consumption tariff. 

Once the page is complete, we will know the total cost for providing elec-
tricity. This cost will be ring fenced by including a portion of the municipal 
overheads.

At this point we know:
1. How many customers we have (number of stands)
2. How much they will consume (KwH of electricity)
3. What our costs are to provide the service

Cost apportionment for multiple primary baselines
However the delivery of the electricity service can take a number of forms 
such as prepaid or metered unlike water which is always delivered as Kilo 
litres. We therefore need to apportion the total costs of providing the elec-
tricity service to each type of service delivered so that we can arrive at a 
PRIMARY BASELINE TARIFF for each type of service as they are all differ-
ent and the tariff ranges are different.

In order to achieve this cost apportionment we have used the percentage of 
revenue generated historically by each type of service as it relates to the total 
electricity revenue as the basis of apportionment. (i.e. If the percentage of 
total electricity revenue generated by the sales of prepaid electricity is 10% 
then 10% of the total costs of providing the electricity service will be appor-
tioned to prepaid electricity, thus creating a unique primary baseline tariff 
for prepaid electricity.

The model uses data already captured to calculate the revenue needed for 
this excersise to be undertaken.

 We can now continue by pressing the button PRIMARY 
BASELINE TARIFF
On this page, we can see the result of; 
• Dividing the fixed costs by the number of stands
• Dividing the variable costs per unit of electricity consumed by type of 

service delivered.

priMary 
baseline Tariff

guide to populating the tariff model
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We call this a primary baseline as it only takes demand and costs into consid-
eration. At this point, if all consumers were equal, they would pay the same 
per stand and per unit of electricity consumed by type of service delivered.

The primary baseline provides full cost recovery, providing that the costs are 
correctly budgeted.

 The next step is to ADJUST the PRIMARY BASELINE TARIFF
50 KwH of electricity is provided for free to most households (domestic con-
sumers) in South Africa, we need to eliminate the customers, consumption 
and costs associated with this. The cost to provide this service will instead be 
reallocated to consumers consuming more than 50 KwH per month.

You don’t need to add any new information on this page as the information is 
pulled through from previously inserted information.

The formula used to eliminate the cost of free basic services is based on the 
expected “revenue” from this consumer group. The Tariff to be used to arrive 
at this revenue is the same as the lowest prepaid tariff above 50KwH.

The revised primary baseline makes the cost of providing free basic electric-
ity visible and clarifies how other consumers are carrying the cost for the 
service.

So far, the calculation has been based on facts or informed estimates – found 
in the budget and future demand for the service. 

At this point it is time to start making strategic decisions around the tariffs. 
These are based on the tariff policy in the municipality which essentially 
outlines how the service is made affordable to consumers while ensuring the 
financial sustainability of the service and municipality.

 Go to the button for STRATEGIC DECISIONS
On this page you need to start interpreting what the tariff policy says around 
for example cross subsidisation of services. There are a number of strategic 
choices that a municipality needs to make in terms of tariffs. This page pro-
vides three major choices;
1. Financial sustainability by making a profit on the service.
2. Using Block stepped tariffs to discourage high levels of consumption 

through a tariff increase per step.
3. Assisting low income households by discounting the primary baseline 

tariff. 

While making these decisions, you can see how they affect the revised baseline 
tariff as well as how they affect the changes to the total variable costs. The im-
pact of the strategic decisions effects the consumption tariffs charged only.

The two other strategic choices will take you to the next page, where you can 
test the affordability of the tariffs both for consumer groups and levels of 
consumption but also in terms of maintaining the financial viability of the 
municipality.

sTraTeGiC 
deCisions

adjUsT priMary base-
line Tariff

guide to populating the tariff model
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 Click on the button with TEST REVISED TARIFF 
This page is the modelling part of the tariff setting. You will continue inter-
preting the tariff policy by giving certain consumer groups a discount while 
others will have to carry the additional cost.

The columns on the page are:
Current actual which produces the current tariff as well as the total rev-

enue - per group and consumption level
Revised tariff – which gives the revised baseline tariff (including free basic 

services and three major strategic choices made) – also per group and 
consumption

Affordability adjustment – this is where the modelling takes place. In 
the yellow column you can adjust the revised tariff – per group and 
consumption – as guided by the tariff policy. Insert percentage dis-
counts (minus for discounts) and study how the tariff changes as well 
as the revenue.

Revenue sufficiency – this is where municipal revenue sufficiency (full 
cost recovery) is also modelled while assessing affordability.

Current vs. revised – gives a comparison between what the tariff used 
to be and what it is after the affordability adjustment. It shows whether 
the tariff has increased or decreased and how this has affected the total 
revenue (refer revenue sufficiency above). 

At the bottom of the page there are two summary boxes, showing the total 
revenue – the way it initially looked and the way it looks with the new tariff 
structure.

A note on Affordability
It is now important that the anticipated tariff as calculated in the model on 
the Test Revised Tariff worksheet be aligned with levels of houshold income 
- to ensure that it is affordable for ranges of household income, namely; Low, 
Medium and High.
This excersise is undertaken on a separate template.

WaTer

 Start by pressing the button DEMAND.
On this page you are expected to firstly:
• Select or alter the consumer groups (i.e. Domestic, Industrial etc) and 

then the consumption level within each group (i.e. 7 Kl to 15Kl). The 
model identifies each group and consumption level by highlighting it with 
a “yellow” background. Any wording or term in the Model situated in a 
yellow row or column can be changed. 

• All changes made at this point on the DEMAND template will be carried 
through to the other templates of the Model. They will thereafter appear with 
a “white” background and cannot then be altered. If you wish to change the 
wording or term again you must return to the DEMAND template to make 
the change. 

TesT revised Tariff

deMand

guide to populating the tariff model
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Then start to populate the model with the historical and future demand for 
water – as well as the historical tariff per consumer group and consumption 
level in the appropriate column or row. 

By historical demand we are referring to the current financial year using 
actual consumption levels for the expired portion and an estimate for the 
remaining period of the year and the future demand is the demand that the 
upcoming budget year will be based on.

The demand in the case of water consumption can normally be found in the 
municipal billing system as it relates to consumed levels of water.

The different customer groups can easily be changed. Please remember that 
the customer groups will be carried through the entire model so by giving this 
special attention at this early stage you will have a more correct final tariff.

The consumption/demand level for each consumer group and type will also 
be carried through the entire model.

The historical tariff is the current tariff that the municipality is charging per 
consumer group and consumption level type. This information is necessary so 
that we, once a new tariff is calculated, can compare the changes from year to 
year – both in terms of consumer groups but also for the budget as a whole.

Once the page is complete, the total amount of water demand will be visible 
at the bottom.

 Now continue by pressing the button USERS
In the case of water, customers can also be billed not only for the water 
consumed but also for the availability/provision of water to the point of con-
sumption. We therefore need to identify how many STANDS, or points that 
have access to the service and therefore need to be billed by way of a fixed 
monthly charge per month.

Start by inserting how many stands each consumer group is composed of 
for the current budget year and continue with the estimate for the upcoming 
budget year. 

The information on number of stands can usually be found in billing system 
or land survey register.

We also need to insert the current tariff per stand, this is usually a monthly 
tariff but as the budget figures are for a year the monthly tariff must be mul-
tiplied by 12 to arrive at an annual tariff and this is the amount that must be 
entered as the current tariff. This will enable us to compare the new tariff to 
the old, both per consumer group as well as a comparison between the years.

Once the page is complete, the total number of stands will be visible at the 
bottom.

Users

guide to populating the tariff model
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 Now continue by pressing the button COSTS
The previous pages identified the demand for water. This page will provide a 
full picture of the cost for providing the customers with the water. As such it 
is equally important as the demand, but there are quite a few pitfalls to avoid 
in order for the outcome of the calculation to be correct.

The white areas are pre-set. The rows and columns in yellow can be altered/
changed. 

The budget for the forthcoming year is entered from the budget templates 
either created by each municipality or standardised for all municipalities. 
Revenue generated by sundry services such as replacement of water meters 
and water connections and disconnections are treated as a deduction from 
total costs on the basis that charges are made at cost.

Once all costs are captured, we need to determine the relationship between 
fixed and variable costs. The reason for this is that the fixed costs are the ba-
sis for the availability/provision of water to the point of consumption charge, 
while the variable costs are the basis for the consumption tariff. 

Once the page is complete, we will know the total cost for providing water. 
This cost will be ring fenced by including a portion of the municipal over-
heads.

At this point we know:
1. How many customers we have (number of stands)
2. How much they will consume (kl of water)
3. What our costs are to provide the service

 We can now continue by pressing the button PRIMARY 
BASELINE TARIFF
On this page, we can see the result of; 
• Dividing the fixed costs by the number of stands
• Dividing the variable costs per unit of water consumed

We call this a primary baseline as it only takes demand and costs into consid-
eration. At this point, if all consumers were equal, they would pay the same 
per stand and per unit of water consumed.

The primary baseline provides full cost recovery, providing that the costs are 
correctly budgeted.

 The next step is to ADJUST the PRIMARY BASELINE TARIFF
6Kl of water is provided for free to most households (domestic consumers) in 
South Africa, we need to eliminate the customers, consumption and costs as-
sociated with this. The cost to provide this service will instead be reallocated 
to consumers consuming more than 6Kls per month.

You don’t need to add any new information on this page as the information is 
pulled through from previously inserted information.

The formula used to eliminate the cost of free basic services is based on the 

adjUsT priMary base-
line Tariff

priMary 
baseline Tariff

guide to populating the tariff model

CosTs
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expected “revenue” from this consumer group. The revenue in this case is 
deemed the same as the costs.

The revised primary baseline makes the cost of providing free basic water vis-
ible and clarifies how other consumers are carrying the cost for the service.

So far, the calculation has been based on facts or informed estimates – found 
in the budget and future demand for the service. 

At this point it is time to start making strategic decisions around the tariffs. 
These are based on the tariff policy in the municipality which essentially 
outlines how the service is made affordable to consumers while ensuring the 
financial sustainability of the service and municipality.

 Go to the button for STRATEGIC DECISIONS
On this page you need to start interpreting what the tariff policy says around 
for example cross subsidisation of services. There are a number of strategic 
choices that a municipality needs to make in terms of tariffs. This page pro-
vides three major choices;
1. Financial sustainability by making a profit on the service.
2. Using Block stepped tariffs to discourage high levels of consumption 

through a tariff increase per step.
3. Assisting low income households by discounting the primary baseline 

tariff. 

While making these decisions, you can see how they affect the revised baseline 
tariff as well as how they affect the changes to the total variable costs. The im-
pact of the strategic decisions effects the consumption tariffs charged only.

The two other strategic choices will take you to the next page, where you can test 
the affordability of the tariffs both for consumer groups and levels of consump-
tion but also in terms of maintaining the financial viability of the municipality.

 Click on the button with TEST REVISED TARIFF 
This page is the modelling part of the tariff setting. You will continue inter-
preting the tariff policy by giving certain consumer groups a discount while 
others will have to carry the additional cost.

The columns on the page are:
Current actual which produces the current tariff as well as the total rev-

enue - per group and consumption level
Revised tariff – which gives the revised baseline tariff (including free 

basic services and three major strategic choices made) – also per group 
and consumption

Affordability adjustment – this is where the modelling takes place. In 
the yellow column you can adjust the revised tariff – per group and 
consumption – as guided by the tariff policy. Insert percentage dis-
counts (minus for discounts) and study how the tariff changes as well 
as the revenue.

Revenue sufficiency – this is where municipal revenue sufficiency (full 
cost recovery) is also modelled while assessing affordability.

Current vs. revised – gives a comparison between what the tariff used 

TesT revised Tariff

sTraTeGiC 
deCisions

guide to populating the tariff model
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to be and what it is after the affordability adjustment. It shows whether 
the tariff has increased or decreased and how this has affected the total 
revenue (refer revenue sufficiency above). 

At the bottom of the page there are two summary boxes, showing the total 
revenue – the way it initially looked and the way it looks with the new tariff 
structure.

A note on Affordability
It is now important that the anticipated tariff as calculated in the model on 
the Test Revised Tariff worksheet be aligned with levels of houshold income 
- to ensure that it is affordable for ranges of household income, namely; Low, 
Medium and High.
This excersise is undertaken on a separate template.

saniTaTion/seWeraGe

 Start by pressing the button DEMAND.
On this page you are expected to firstly:
• Select or alter the consumer groups (i.e. Domestic, Industrial etc) and 

then the consumption level of service within each group (i.e. number 
households or toilets etc). The model identifies each group and consump-
tion level by highlighting it with a “yellow” background. Any wording or 
term in the Model situated in a yellow row or column can be changed. 

• All changes made at this point on the DEMAND template will be carried 
through to the other templates of the Model. They will thereafter appear 
with a “white” background and cannot then be altered. If you wish to change 
the wording or term again you must return to the DEMAND template to 
make the change. 

Then start to populate the model with the historical and future demand for 
sanitation/sewerage by level of service – as well as the historical tariff per 
consumer group and level of service in the appropriate column or row. 

By historical demand we are referring to the current financial year and the 
future demand is the demand that the upcoming budget year will be based on.

The historical demand can normally be found in the municipal billing system. 

The different customer groups can easily be changed. Please remember that 
the customer groups will be carried through the entire model so by giving 
this special attention at this early stage you will have a more correct final 
tariff. In the case of domestic consumers the demand level for the 
service must be apportioned between Low, Medium and High 
household income categories, this is required for the affordability test.

The demand level for each consumer group and level of service will also be 
carried through the entire model.

deMand

guide to populating the tariff model
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The historical tariff is the current monthly tariff that the municipality is 
charging per consumer group and level of service. This information is neces-
sary so that we, once a new tariff is calculated, can compare the changes from 
year to year – both in terms of consumer groups but also for the budget as a 
whole.

Once the page is complete, the total demand will be visible at the bottom.

 Now continue by pressing the button COSTS
The previous pages identified the demand for sanitation/sewerage services. 
This page will provide a full picture of the cost of providing the customers 
with the service. As such it is equally important as the demand, but there are 
quite a few pitfalls to avoid in order for the outcome of the calculation to be 
correct.

The white areas are pre-set. If you need to change the wording you can do so 
in the yellow rows and columns.

The budget for the forthcoming year is entered from the budget templates 
either created by each municipality or standardised for all municipalities. 

Revenue generated by sundry services such as repair of blocked drains is treat-
ed as a deduction from total costs on the basis that charges are made at cost.

Once the page is complete, we will know the total cost for providing this 
service. This cost will be ring fenced by including a portion of the municipal 
overheads.

At this point we know:
1 How much service they will consumed and at what level
2. What our costs are to provide the service

 We can now continue by pressing the button PRIMARY 
BASELINE TARIFF
On this page, we can see the result of; 
• Dividing the costs by the number of services to be delivered

We call this a primary baseline as it only takes demand and costs into consid-
eration. At this point, if all consumers were equal, they would pay the same 
for the service consumed per month.
 
The primary baseline provides full cost recovery, providing that the costs are 
correctly budgeted.

So far, the calculation has been based on facts or informed estimates – found 
in the budget and future demand for the service. 

At this point it is time to start making strategic decisions around the tariffs. 
These are based on the tariff policy in the municipality which essentially 
outlines how the service is made affordable to consumers while ensure the 
financial sustainability of the service and municipality.

priMary 
baseline Tariff

guide to populating the tariff model
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 Go to the button for STRATEGIC DECISIONS
On this page you need to start interpreting what the tariff policy says around 
for example cross subsidisation of services. There are a number of strategic 
choices that a municipality needs to do in terms of tariffs. This page provides 
three major choices;
1. Financial sustainability by making a profit on the service.
2. Using different levels of service.
3. Assisting low income households by discounting the primary baseline 

tariff. 

While making these decisions, you can see how they affect the revised base-
line tariff.
 
The two other strategic choices will take you to the next page, where you can 
test the affordability of the tariffs both for consumer groups and level of serv-
ice but also in terms of maintaining the financial viability of the municipality.

 Click on the button with TEST REVISED TARIFF 
This page is the modelling part of the tariff setting. You will continue inter-
preting the tariff policy by giving certain consumer groups a discount while 
others will have to carry the additional cost.
The columns on the page are: 

Current actual which produces the current tariff as well as the total rev-
enue - per group and level of service

Revised tariff – This gives the revised baseline tariff and three major 
strategic choices made – also per group and level of service

Affordability adjustment – this is where the modelling takes place. In 
the yellow column you can adjust the revised tariff – per group and 
level of service – as guided by the tariff policy. Insert percentage dis-
counts (minus for discounts) and study how the tariff changes as well 
as the revenue.

Revenue sufficiency – this is where municipal revenue sufficiency (full 
cost recovery) is also modelled while assessing affordability.

Current vs. revised – gives a comparison between what the tariff used 
to be and what it is after the affordability adjustment. It shows whether 
the tariff has increased or decreased and how this has affected the total 
revenue (refer revenue sufficiency above). 

At the bottom of the page there are two summary boxes, showing the total 
revenue – the way it initially looked and the way it looks with the new tariff 
structure.

A note on Affordability
It is now important that the anticipated tariff as calculated in the model on 
the Test Revised Tariff worksheet be aligned with levels of houshold income 
- to ensure that it is affordable for ranges of household income, namely; Low, 
Medium and High.
This excersise is undertaken on a separate template.

guide to populating the tariff model
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solid WasTe/refUse reMoval

 Start by pressing the button DEMAND.
On this page you are expected to firstly:
• Select or alter the consumer groups (i.e. Domestic, Industrial etc) and 

then the consumption level within each group. As the tariff charged is a 
monthly tariff, collections are also treated as monthly so that each month 
only one unit of demand is to be shown per collection point/consumer - 
even though collections are made weekly or at other scheduled intervals. 
The model identifies each group and consumption level by highlighting it 
with a “yellow” background. Any wording or term in the Model situated in 
a yellow row or column can be changed. 

• All changes made at this point on the DEMAND template will be carried 
through to the other templates of the Model. They will thereafter 
appear with a “white” background and cannot then be altered. If you wish 
to change the wording or term again you must return to the DEMAND 
template to make the change. 

Then start to populate the model with the historical and future demand 
for solid waste/refuse removal – as well as the historical tariff per consumer 
group and consumption level in the appropriate column or row. 

By historical demand we are referring to the current financial year using 
actual consumption levels for the expired portion and an estimate for the 
remaining period of the year and the future demand is the demand that the 
upcoming budget year will be based on.

The historical demand can normally be found in the municipal billing system.

The different customer groups can easily be changed. Please remember that 
the customer groups will be carried through the entire model so by giving this 
special attention at this early stage you will have a more correct final tariff.

The consumption/demand level for each consumer group and type will also 
be carried through the entire model.

The historical tariff is the current monthly tariff that the municipality is 
charging per consumer group and consumption level type. This informa-
tion is necessary so that we, once a new tariff is calculated, can compare the 
changes from year to year – both in terms of consumer groups but also for 
the budget as a whole.

Once the page is complete, the total demand for solid waste/refuse removal 
services will be visible at the bottom.

 Now continue by pressing the button COSTS
The previous pages identified the demand for solid waste/refuse removal 
services. This page will provide a full picture of the cost for providing the 
customers with the service. As such it is equally important as the demand, 
but there are quite a few pitfalls to avoid in order for the outcome of the 
calculation to be correct.

deMand

CosTs

guide to populating the tariff model
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The white areas are pre-set. If you need to change the wording make them in 
the yellow rows and columns. 

The budget for the forthcoming year is entered from the budget templates 
either created by each municipality or standardised for all municipalities. 

Revenue generated by sundry services such as sale or rental of refuse bins or 
bags is treated as a deduction from total costs on the basis that charges are 
made at cost.

Once the page is complete, we will know the total cost for providing the solid 
waste/refuse removal service. This cost will be ring fenced by including a 
portion of the municipal overheads.

At this point we know:
1. How many collection points there are 
2. What our costs are to provide the service

Cost apportionment for multiple primary baselines
However the delivery of the solid waste services can take a number of forms 
and hence there is a need for a number of baselines. In this case four are 
used namely Domestic, Industrial, Commercial and Institutional. We there-
fore need to apportion the total costs of providing the service to each type of 
service delivered so that we can arrive at a PRIMARY BASELINE TARIFF for 
each type of service as they are all different and the tariff ranges are differ-
ent.

In order to achieve this cost apportionment we have used the percentage of 
revenue generated historically by each type of service as it relates to the total 
revenue as the basis of apportionment. 

The model uses data already captured to calculate the revenue needed for 
this excersise to be undertaken.

 We can now continue by pressing the button PRIMARY 
BASELINE TARIFF
On this page, we can see the result of; 
• Dividing the total ring fenced costs by the number of collection points

We call this a primary baseline as it only takes demand and costs into consid-
eration. At this point, if all consumers were equal, they would pay the same 
per collection point.
 
The primary baseline provides full cost recovery, providing that the costs are 
correctly budgeted. So far, the calculation has been based on facts or in-
formed estimates – found in the budget and future demand for the service. 
At this point it is time to start making strategic decisions around the tariffs. 
These are based on the tariff policy in the municipality which essentially 
outlines how the service is made affordable to consumers while ensure the 
financial sustainability of the service and municipality.

guide to populating the tariff model
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 Go to the button for STRATEGIC DECISIONS
On this page you need to start interpreting what the tariff policy says around 
for example cross subsidisation of services. There are a number of strategic 
choices that a municipality needs to do in terms of tariffs. This page provides 
three major choices;
1. Financial sustainability by making a profit on the service.
2. Using different tariffs to distinguish between different types of consumers 

and levels of service.
3. Assisting low income households by discounting the primary baseline tariff. 

While making these decisions, you can see how they affect the revised base-
line tariff. 
The two other strategic choices will take you to the next page, where you can 
test the affordability of the tariffs both for consumer groups and levels of serv-
ice but also in terms of maintaining the financial viability of the municipality.

 Click on the button with TEST REVISED TARIFF 
This page is the modelling part of the tariff setting. You will continue inter-
preting the tariff policy by giving certain consumer groups a discount while 
others will have to carry the additional cost.

The columns on the page are: 
Current actual which produces the current tariff as well as the total rev-

enue – per group and level of service
Revised tariff – This gives the revised baseline tariff – also per group 

and level of service
Affordability adjustment – this is where the modelling takes place. In 

the yellow column you can adjust the revised tariff – per group and 
consumption – as guided by the tariff policy. Insert percentage dis-
counts (minus for discounts) and study how the tariff changes as well 
as the revenue.

Revenue sufficiency – this is where municipal revenue sufficiency (full 
cost recovery) is also modelled while assessing affordability.

Current vs. revised – gives a comparison between what the tariff used 
to be and what it is after the affordability adjustment. It shows whether 
the tariff has increased or decreased and how this has affected the total 
revenue (refer revenue sufficiency above). 

At the bottom of the page there are two summary boxes, showing the total 
revenue – the way it initially looked and the way it looks with the new tariff 
structure.

A note on Affordability
It is now important that the anticipated tariff as calculated in the model on 
the Test Revised Tariff worksheet be aligned with levels of houshold income 
- to ensure that it is affordable for ranges of household income, namely; Low, 
Medium and High.
This excersise is undertaken on a separate template.

TesT revised Tariff

guide to populating the tariff model
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non-TradinG serviCes

 Start by pressing the button DEMAND
On this page you are expected to firstly:
• Select or alter the consumer groups (i.e. Domestic, Industrial etc), then 

the type of service level provided (cemetery burials, business licences etc) 
and then the level of service or number of activities that are consumed 
within each group. 

• The model identifies each group, service level and consumption level by 
highlighting it with a “yellow” background. Any wording or term in the 
Model situated in a yellow row or column can be changed. 

• All changes made at this point on the DEMAND template will be carried 
through to the other templates of the Model. They will thereafter 
appear with a “white” background and cannot then be altered. If you wish 
to change the wording or term again you must return to the DEMAND 
template to make the change. 

Then start to populate the model with the historical and future demand for 
the nominated non trading service – as well as the historical tariff per con-
sumer group and consumption level in the appropriate column or row. 

By historical demand we are referring to the current financial year using 
actual consumption levels for the expired portion and an estimate for the 
remaining period of the year and the future demand is the demand that the 
upcoming budget year will be based on.

The historical demand can normally be found in the municipal billing system 
as it relates to number of activities billed to date.

The different customer groups can easily be changed. Please remember that 
the customer groups will be carried through the entire model so by giving this 
special attention at this early stage you will have a more correct final tariff.

The consumption/demand level for each consumer group and type will also 
be carried through the entire model.

The historical tariff is the current tariff per activity that the municipality is 
charging per consumer group and consumption level type. This informa-
tion is necessary so that we, once a new tariff is calculated, can compare the 
changes from year to year – both in terms of consumer groups but also for 
the budget as a whole.

Once the page is complete, the total number of activities estimated as de-
mand for the service will be visible at the bottom.

 Now continue by pressing the button COSTS
The previous pages identified the demand for the service. This page will pro-
vide a full picture of the cost for providing the customers with the nominated 
non-trading service. As such it is equally important as the demand, but there 
are quite a few pitfalls to avoid in order for the outcome of the calculation to 
be correct.

guide to populating the tariff model
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The white areas are pre-set. The rows and columns in yellow can be altered/
changed. 

The budget for the forthcoming year is entered from the budget templates 
either created by each municipality or standardised for all municipalities. 

Revenue generated by sundry services which are not deemed part of the 
principal non-trading service activity are treated as a deduction from total 
costs on the basis that charges/revenue generated are made at cost.

Once the page is complete, we will know the total cost for providing the 
nominated non-trading service. This cost will be ring fenced by including a 
portion of the municipal overheads.

At this point we know:
1. How many activities will be provided (i.e. Burials)
2. What our costs are to provide the service

Cost apportionment for multiple primary baselines
However the delivery of a non-trading service can take a number of forms 
such as ground burial or cremation. We therefore need to apportion the total 
costs of providing the service to each type of service delivered so that we can 
arrive at a PRIMARY BASELINE TARIFF for each type of service as they are 
all different and the tariff ranges are different.

In order to achieve this cost apportionment we have used the percentage of 
revenue generated historically by each type of service as it relates to the total 
revenue generated by the service as the basis of apportionment. (i.e. If the 
percentage of total revenue generated by ground burials is 50% then 50% of 
the total costs of providing the cemetery service will be apportioned to ground 
burials, thus creating a unique primary baseline tariff for ground burials.

The model uses data already captured to calculate the revenue needed for 
this excersise to be undertaken.

 We can now continue by pressing the button PRIMARY 
BASELINE TARIFF
On this page, we can see the result of; 
• Dividing the ring fenced costs by the number of activities consumed by the 

different types of service offered by this non-trading service.

We call this a primary baseline as it only takes demand and costs into consid-
eration. 

The primary baseline provides full cost recovery, providing that the costs are 
correctly budgeted.

So far, the calculation has been based on facts or informed estimates – found 
in the budget and future demand for the service. 

At this point it is time to start making strategic decisions around the tariffs. 

priMary 
baseline Tariff

NT
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These are based on the tariff policy in the municipality which essentially 
outlines how the service is made affordable to consumers while ensure the 
financial sustainability of the service and municipality.

 Go to the button for STRATEGIC DECISIONS
On this page you need to start interpreting what the tariff policy says around 
for example cross subsidisation of services. There are a number of strategic 
choices that a municipality needs to do in terms of tariffs. This page provides 
three major choices;
1. Financial sustainability by making a profit on the service.
2. Assisting low income households by discounting the primary baseline tariff. 

While making these decisions, you can see how they affect the revised base-
line tariff.
 
The two other strategic choices will take you to the next page, where you can 
test the affordability of the tariffs both for consumer groups and types but 
also in terms of maintaining the financial viability of the municipality.

 Click on the button with TEST REVISED TARIFF 
This page is the modelling part of the tariff setting. You will continue inter-
preting the tariff policy by giving certain consumer groups a discount while 
others will have to carry the additional cost.

The columns on the page are: 
Current actual which produces the current tariff as well as the total rev-

enue - per group and activity level
Revised tariff – This gives the revised baseline tariff and three major 

strategic choices made – also per group and activity level
Affordability adjustment – this is where the modelling takes place. In 

the yellow column you can adjust the revised tariff – per group and 
consumption – as guided by the tariff policy. Insert percentage dis-
counts (minus for discounts) and study how the tariff changes as well 
as the revenue.

Revenue sufficiency – this is where municipal revenue sufficiency (full 
cost recovery) is also modelled while assessing affordability.

Current vs. revised – gives a comparison between what the tariff used 
to be and what it is after the affordability adjustment. It shows whether 
the tariff has increased or decreased and how this has affected the total 
revenue (refer revenue sufficiency above). 

At the bottom of the page there are two summary boxes, showing the total 
revenue – the way it initially looked and the way it looks with the new tariff 
structure.

TesT revised Tariff

NT

sTraTeGiC 
deCisions
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Test affordabiliTy of the tariff

It is important that the anticipated tariff as calculated by the model on the 
Test Revised Tariff worksheet be aligned with levels of household income 
to ensure that it is affordable for ranges of household income namely Low, 
Medium and High. 

The data entry required to undertake this exercise on the template provided 
is as follows:

Anticipated monthly household income for each type of household.
Number of units consumed by each type of household by type of ser-

vice ( i.e. Kl’s of water), against each consumption category or stepped 
tariff ranges as set out in the templates which are deemed to be realis-
tic.

Ideal percentage of the household income that should be allocated 
to pay for each service consumed and the bill in total. This will vary 
from municipality to municipality. Generally the total bill exclud-
ing property rates should be no more than 15%of the total household 
income.

The model will then undertake a calculation using information already cap-
tured or calculated, that will result in the determination of the affordability 
GAP between the actual bill and the ideal bill.

This exercise will determine if:
The tariff must be revised upwards or downwards between consumer 

groups.
Tariffs should be revised between each of them. i.e. electricity too high 

water too low.
Further assistance is required to be provided to certain consumer groups 

to enable them to pay their bills.
The municipal tariff policy and its strategic decisions should be revised.

guide to populating the tariff model
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The assignment
The purpose of this assignment is to enable municipal staff and other stake-
holders to engage with the Tariff Model during training sessions.

It uses data extracted from our imaginary municipality – MyMuni – to 
populate the templates set up in the Model for each service whether it is a 
trading or non-trading service so that tariffs for each of the services can be 
modelled.

The data extracted from – MyMuni – is adequate for you to populate the 
templates for the four main trading services and a non-trading service 
namely cemetery.

MyMuni – 
Tariff Modelling 
assignment

MyMuni
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mymuni – tariff modelling

demand – HisToriCal – 2010/11

Consumption Type
Consumption 

levels
volume 

consumed
Current Tariff 

doMesTiC

Low income (Free Basic) – Pre-paid 0 - 50KwH 2,500,000KwH n/a

Pre-paid – Consumption Type 1 51 - 100KwH 1,500,000KwH 0.78 Per KwH

Pre-paid – Consumption Type 2 100 -150KwH 1,500,000KwH 0.85 Per KwH

Single phase – Metered - Consumption Type 1 51- 100KwH 1,500,000KwH 0.72 Per KwH

Single phase – Metered - Consumption Type 2 101 - 150KwH 1,500,000KwH 0.80 Per KwH

indUsTrial

Metered KwH - Consumption Type 1 0 - 500KwH 3,000,000KwH 0.75 Per KwH

Metered KwH - Consumption Type 2 501- 1000KwH 5,000,000KwH 0.90 Per KwH

KVA – Installation Type 1 0 - 500KVA 100,000KVA 6.00 per KVA

CoMMerCial

Metered KwH - Consumption Type 1 0 - 250KwH 1,500,000KwH 0.75 Per KwH

Metered KwH - Consumption Type 2 251 - 500KwH 2,000,000KwH 0.92 Per KwH

insTiTUTional

Municipal metered KwH - Consumption Type 1 0 - 250KwH 400,000KwH 0.60 Per KwH

Prison metered KwH - Consumption Type 1 0 - 250KwH 450,000KwH 0.65 Per KwH

demand – fUTUre ConsUMpTion – 2011/12

Consumption Type Consumption levels future demand

doMesTiC

Low income (Free Basic) – Pre-paid 0 - 50KwH 2,750,000KwH

Pre-paid – Consumption Type 1 51 - 100KwH 1,650,000KwH

Pre-paid – Consumption Type 2 100 - 150KwH 1,500,000KwH

Single phase – metered – Consumption Type 1 51 - 100KwH 1,400,000KwH

Single phase – metered – Consumption Type 1 101 - 150KwH 1,350,000KwH

indUsTrial

Metered KwH – Consumption Type 1 0 - 500KwH 3,300,000KwH

Metered KwH – Consumption Type 2 501 - 1000KwH 5,250,000KwH

KVA – Installation Type 1 0 - 500KVA 100,000KVA

CoMMerCial

Metered KwH – Consumption Type 1 0 - 250KwH 1,650,000KwH

Metered KwH – Consumption Type 2 251 - 500KwH 2,100,000KwH

insTiTUTional

Municipal metered KwH – Consumption Type 1 0 - 250KwH 380,000KwH

Church metered KwH – Consumption Type 1 0 - 250KwH 420,000KwH
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eleCTriCiTy
strategic decisions/Tariff policy interpretation

financial decisions effect

A Profit on Electricity of 15% of the Variable consumption 
costs is required

Profit used to fund future Capital expenditure

affordability decisions effect

First 50KwH Free to all domestic consumers
Cost increases for consumers of water above 50KwH per 
month

Tariffs are formulated on a rising block basis The more you use the more you pay

Low income users have the baseline tariff discounted for 
them to make the service more affordable while other 
users have tariffs on higher levels of consumption 
increased above the baseline tariff

High consumers of this service subsidise consumers who 
use less of the service based on their ability to afford the 
service 

Users

Consumer Type future demand Historical demand
Current annual 
Tariff per stand

Domestic low income 2,200 2,000 n/a

Domestic - Single and Three phase - Vacant Stands 900 1,000 600.00

Domestic - Single and Three Phase - Occupied Stands 10,100 10,000 600.00

no fixed charges for other consumer groups

mymuni – tariff modelling

CosTs per bUdGeT – 2011/12

description of Cost detail Total cost variable Costs fixed Costs

Bulk Purchases Eskom 13,000,000.00 90% 10%

Salaries Basic Salaries 6,000,000.00 80% 20%

Social Contributions Pension and Medical Aid 2,000,000.00 90% 10%

Repairs and Maintenance –
distribution system

Spares and replacement parts 2,000,000.00 20% 80%

Motor Vehicle costs Fuel and Oil 500,000.00 40% 60%

Other costs General Expenses 350,000.00 50% 50%

Overheads
Portion of Council, Finance and 
HR department expenses

700,000.00 10% 90%
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mymuni – tariff modelling

demand – HisToriCal - 2010/11

Consumption Type Consumption levels volume consumed Current Tariff 

doMesTiC

Domestic low income (Free Basic) 0-6 Kl 450,000 n/a

Domestic – Metered – Consumption Type 1 7-15 Kl 400,000 5.00

Domestic – Metered – Consumption Type 2 16-30 Kl 350,000 8.00

Domestic – Metered – Consumption Type 3 31-40 Kl 200,000 15.00

indUsTrial

Industrial metered Consumption Type 1 0-1,000 Kl 250,000 7.00

Industrial metered Consumption Type 2 1.001-5,000 Kl 150,000 10.00

CoMMerCial

Commercial metered Consumption Type 1 0-30 Kl 150,000 8.00

Commercial metered Consumption Type 2 31-40 Kl 125,000 15.00

insTiTUTional

Institutional – Municipal metered Consumption Type 1 0-20,000 Kl 16,000 5.00

Institutional – Prison metered Consumption Type 1 0-20,000 Kl 12,000 5

demand – fUTUre ConsUMpTion – 2011/12

Consumption Type Consumption levels future demand

doMesTiC

Domestic low income (Free Basic) 0-6 Kl 490,000

Domestic –metered – Consumption ype 1 7-15 Kl 450,000

Domestic – Metered – Consumption Type 2 16-30 Kl 350,000

Domestic – Metered – Consumption Type 3 31-40 Kl 175,000

indUsTrial

Industrial metered Consumption Type 1 0 -1000 Kl 250,000

Industrial metered Consumption Type 2 1001 - 5000 Kl 120,000

CoMMerCial

Commercial metered Consumption Type 1 0 - 30 Kl 150,000

Commercial metered Consumption Type 2 31 - 40 Kl 120,000

insTiTUTional

Institutional – Municipal metered Consumption Type 1 0 - 20,000 Kl 17,000

Institutional – Prison metered Consumption Type 1 0Kl to 20,000Kl 14,000
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Users

Consumer Type future demand Historical demand
Current annual 
Tariff per stand

Domestic low income 2,200 2,000 n/a

Domestic - Vacant Stands 900 1,000 480.00

Domestic - Occupied Stands 10,100 10,000 480.00

no fixed charges for other consumer groups

CosTs per bUdGeT – 2011/12

description of Cost detail Total cost variable Costs fixed Costs

Bulk Purchases Overberg Water Board 8,500,000.00 90% 10%

Salaries Basic Salaries 5,500,000.00 80% 20%

Social Contributions Pension and Medical Aid 1,500,000.00 90% 10%

Repairs and Maintenance –
distribution system

Spares and replacement parts 750,000.00 20% 80%

Motor Vehicle costs Fuel and Oil 500,000.00 50% 50%

Other costs General Expenses 250,000.00 50% 50%

Overheads
Portion of Council, Finance 
and HR department expenses

450,000.00 10% 90%

WaTer
strategic decisions/Tariff policy interpretation

financial decisions effect

A profit on Water 10% of Variable 
Consumption Costs is required

Profit used to fund future Capital 
expenditure

affordability decisions effect

First 6 KL per month Free to all domestic consumers
Cost increases for consumers of water above 6KL per 
month

Tariffs are formulated on a rising block basis The more you use the more you pay

Low income users have the baseline tariff discounted for 
them to make the service more affordable while other us-
ers have tariffs on higher levels of consumption increased 
above the baseline tariff

High consumers of this service subsidise consumers who 
use less of the service based on their ability to afford the 
service 

mymuni – tariff modelling
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mymuni – tariff modelling

demand – HisToriCal – 2010/11

Consumption Type no of Households
Current Tariff per 

Month

DOMESTIC Low income 1,000 85.00

DOMESTIC Medium income 4,550 85.00

DOMESTIC High income 4,550 85.00

Consumption Type no of Toilets no of Urinals
Current Tariff per 

Month

Industrial 1,000 1,000 85.00

Commercial 400 400 85.00

Consumption Type no of Toilets no of Urinals
Current Tariff per 

Month

Institutional – Municipal 250 250 60.00

Institutional – Prison 150 150 60.00

demand - fUTUre – 2011/12

Consumption Type
no of 

House-
holds

DOMESTIC Low income 1,000

DOMESTIC Medium 
income

4,550

DOMESTIC High income 4,650

Consumption Type
no of
Toilets

no of 
Urinals

Industrial 1,000 1,000

Commercial 500 500

Consumption Type
no of 
Toilets

no of 
Urinals

Institutional – Municipal 250 250

Institutional – Prison 150 150

CosTs per bUdGeT – 2011/12

description of Cost detail Total cost

Bulk Purchases Purchases 2,400,000.00

Salaries Basic Salaries 6,000,000.00

Social Contributions
Pension and 
Medical Aid

900,000.00

Repairs and Mainte-
nance –
distribution system

Spares and re-
placement parts

300,000.00

Motor Vehicle costs Fuel and Oil 360,000.00

Other costs General Expenses 720,000.00

Overheads
Portion of Council, 
Finance and HR 
dept expenses

1,260,000.00

strategicdecisions/Tariff policy interpretation

financial decisions effect

The service should make a 20% profit on Cost Profit used to fund future Capital expenditure

affordability decisions effect

Low income users (Domestic) have the baseline tariff dis-
counted for them to make the service more affordable while 
other users have tariffs on higher levels of consumption 
increased above the baseline tariff

Non-domestic consumers of this service subsidise domestic 
consumers 
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demand – HisToriCal – 2010/11

Consumption Type
no of Collection 

points 

Current Tariff 
per Collection point 

per month

Residential/Domestic 10,000    80.00   

Industrial Type 1 1,000 300.00

Industrial Type 2 200 200.00

Institutional – Prison 2 1,250.00

Institutional – Municipal 20 1,250.00

 
Costs per budget – 2011/12

description of Cost detail Total cost

Salaries Basic Salaries 6,000,000.00

Social Contributions Pension and Medical Aid 2,000,000.00

Repairs and Maintenance General Repairs and Maintenance 500,000.00

Contracted Services Management of Landfill site 2,500,000.00

Contracted Services Refuse Collection 3,000,000.00

Other costs General Expenses 750,000.00

Overheads Portion of Council, Finance and HR dept expenses 750,000.00

fUTUre ConsUMpTion – 2011/12

Consumption Type
no. of Collection 

points

Residential/Domestic 10,000

Industrial Type 1 1,000

Industrial Type 2 200

Institutional – Prison 2

Institutional - Municipal 20

solid WasTe/refUse reMoval 
strategic decisions/Tariff policy interpretation

financial decisions effect

No profit or Loss Full cost is recovered only

affordability decisions effect

Low income users (Domestic) have the baseline tariff discounted for 
them to make the cost more affordable while other users have tariffs on 
higher levels of consumption increased above the baseline tariff

Non-domestic consumers of this service sub-
sidise domestic consumers 

mymuni – tariff modelling
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mymuni – tariff modelling

non-TradinG serviCe – Cemetery
demand – future consumption – 2011/12

Consumption Type no. of activities

Ground Burials 3,100

Cremations 1,600

non-TradinG serviCe – Cemetery
Costs per budget – 2011/12

description of Cost detail Total cost

Salaries Basic Salaries 750,000.00

Tools Replacements 250,000.00

Motor Vehicle Expenses Repair Co. 150,000.00

General Expenses Hire of digger 200,000.00

non-TradinG serviCe – Cemetery
strategic decisions/Tariff policy interpretation

financial decisions effect

The service will run at a loss of 15% The loss will be funded out of property assessment rates

affordability decisions effect

The decision to run the service at a loss is deemed to be 
sufficient to make the service affordable to the whole 
community

Families of deceased persons willing to pay for the service

non-TradinG serviCe – Cemetery
demand – Historical – 2010/11

Consumption Type no. of activities Current Tariff per activity

Ground Burials 3,000 250.00

Cremations 1,500 200.00
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background
Data/management information needs to be gathered by each municipality 
before the tariff model templates can be populated.
The data collection guide attempts to describe what information is required 
and where it can be found in a municipality.
The guide focuses on the following services.

Trading services which are:
• Electricity
• Water
• Sewerage/Sanitation
• Solid Waste/Refuse removal

economic services such as:
• Licensing
• Cemeteries
• Other similar services

Community services such as:
• Parks and gardens
• Sports fields
• Other similar services

There are four primary sources of information namely:
• The municipal operating budget for the forthcoming year
• Management reports from the municipal billing/invoicing system
• Details of bulk purchases of water and electricity as set out on suppliers 

invoices to the municipality
• List of tariffs applicable to the current financial year. 

definitions
Set out below are some useful definitions used throughout the tariffs tools.

How to collect 
data
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Term to be defi ned defi nition

baseline Tariff

The Baseline tariff is a basic Tariff arrived at by dividing total costs of delivering a service such 
as water by the units (Kilo Litres) delivered to the consumers of the service. The baseline tariff 
is then used to arrive at the actual tariffs to be charged through the implementation of the 
Council approved municipal specifi c Tariff Policy. 

budget vote
The municipal budget is divided into services/activities which will be delivered by the munici-
pality. Each budget service/activity must be voted on and approved by Council hence the use 
of the terminology - Vote

bulk purchases
These are purchases of either potable (drinking) water or electricity from organisations such 
was a Water Board or ESKOM the product being generated by them. The product once 
bought is then distributed by the municipality using its own distribution network.

Council expenses

The mandate of a municipality determines that it must have a structure and administration 
process to give effect to the mandate. Councillors must be paid and Council meetings must 
be held. These expenses should be apportioned to the services the council provide so that 
each service carries the full cost of providing the service even if some of the expenses such 
as Council expense are not directly related to the service.

Kl’s of Water
The unit of measurement when water is delivered to consumers is Kilo Litres or KL’s of water. 
A KL is 1000 Litres.

Kva of electricity
KVA stands for Kilo Volt Amps and is used mostly in industrial or commercial electricity ap-
plications. A KVA is 1000 Volt Amps.

KwH of electricity
The unit of measurement when electricity is delivered is Kilo Watt Hours or KwH. A KwH is 
1000 Watts of electricity consumed expressed in hours.

levels of 
Consumption

This refers to the amount used or consumed by consumers of any service provide by a mu-
nicipality. 

Metered

Many properties have meters installed on their properties or on the boundary which meas-
ures the quantity of either water or electricity consumed on the property. The meters are 
read at intervals usually monthly and the consumer is billed by the municipality for the units 
consumed according to the municipal tariff for the use of the service.

non- Trading 
services (economic 
and or Community 
services) 

Services delivered by a municipality which are either, services that result in neither profi t or 
loss for the municipality or services where the municipality subsidises the cost of the service 
from other revenue generated such as property assessment rates. Examples of these services 
are cemeteries, street lighting etc. 

pre-paid

Many properties have systems which enable consumers to buy units of electricity or water 
prior to the use of the service from third parties such as supermarkets. Once bought they en-
ter value they have bought into the system on the property via a pre-determined code, which 
sets the quantity of the service they can use until they are required to purchase more. This is 
referred to as a Pre-paid system. It assists the municipality with its credit control.

reserves and 
provisions

Reserves and provisions are created by municipalities for future development or upgrade of 
services by setting aside cash for that purpose.

ring fenced
In each budget vote ALL the costs applicable to the service must be refl ected so that the full 
cost of delivering the service is clearly shown. This is referred to as “Ring Fencing”.

Term to be defi ned defi nition

serviced stands
Serviced stands are lots or erven of property demarcated within the municipality which have 
services such as water and electricity piped or cabled to the boundary of the property by the 
municipality whose responsibility it is to maintain and deliver the services to this point.

Trading services Services delivered by a municipality that result in the municipality making a profi t

how to collect data
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 explanation of methodology
 
1. ring fencing costs to arrive at the full Cost of delivering a particular 
service
 When collecting the data/information always remember that we must 

ensure that each trading service is ring fenced from an operational point 
of view and therefore ALL costs must be allocated to the Vote/trading 
account in the budget. Under the line item heading - Internal Transfers/
Administration Cost Re-allocation you will find all the indirect costs al-
located for the ring fencing process. These costs will therefore include a 
portion of the Councils expenses as well as the Finance department, IT, 
HR etc.

2. determining levels of consumption or delivery of each service
 In order to determine levels of consumption or delivery of each of the 

trading services we need management information which lists who con-
sumes what. An example is residential consumers vs. commercial con-
sumers and then how many Kilo Litres of water each category consumes. 
In addition there are differences within each category based on levels of 
consumption and extent of the service provided. All of this information 
is usually found in the reports emanating from the billing or invoicing 
system.

3. fixed charge tariffs and variable consumption charge tariffs
 Most municipalities apply a two tier tariff structure based on a fixed 

charge tariff which relates to the provision of the service to the point of 
consumption and a variable consumption charge tariff which is based on 
the actual service consumed such as KWH for electricity or KL’s of water. 
The only data we need for the fixed charged tariff is the number of stands 
allocated between different types of consumers such as residential vs. 
commercial that receive or could receive the service as it is available at the 
property entrance. 

4. sewerage/sanitation
 This is a service where we could have two (2) types of tariffs. The first 

could be fixed monthly charge which is most common or secondly it could 
be based on water consumed. The second method is widely used by larger 
municipalities as it ensures full cost recovery. We have set out the data 
collection for the two types of tariffs below.

how to collect data
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data to be collected

sTaTisTiCal

information required purpose source location
Number of serviced stands allocated 
between different types of consumers 

To determine the fi xed 
charge or availability tariff

Billing system or town 
planning department

Billing system or town 
planning department

finanCial

information required purpose source location
Individual Vote/Trading account for 
each of the 4 Trading services. The 
fi nancial information required is:

Budgeted Financial 
information for 2010/11 
fi nancial year

Municipal Budget CFO or Budget offi ce

• Total Bulk purchases To know the amount the 
municipality will spend 
purchasing bulk supplies 
of either water or electric-
ity for onward distribution 
to consumers

Municipal Budget CFO or Budget offi ce

• Salaries and wages
• Staff social costs such as pension etc
• Repairs and Maintenance
• Depreciation
• External Interest
• Contribution to reserves or 

provisions
• General expenses
• Other Expenses
• Internal Transfers from other votes to 

ensure that the costs of each trad-
ing activity is ring fenced

To the amounts the 
municipality will spend on 
delivering the service

Municipal Budget CFO or Budget offi ce

ManaGeMenT inforMaTion

electricity

information required purpose source location
Bulk purchase information. Volume 
and value purchased as well as sun-
dry levies and charges that affect the 
tariff but are not charged based on 
consumption.

Determine total quantity 
purchased and its value 
as w ell fi nancial value of 
sundry levies and charges

ESKOM Invoice CFO or Accounts pay-
ment/procurement offi ce

Consumption information based on 
what is billed out each month/year
• Number of KWH sold to each type of 

consumer – metered consumers
• Number of KVA sold to each type of 

consumer – metered consumers
• Volume of Free Basic 

electricity
• Volume of Pre-paid electricity sold

Annual value of the sales to each type 
of consumer based on the price of 
each unit sold as set out in the sched-
ule of tariffs

Determine what is sold 
and to whom and at what 
price. Will also provide 
information regarding 
losses as there can now 
be reconciliation between 
what is bought and what 
is sold.

Billing/Invoice system CFO or management 
reports available from the 
revenue control offi ce

how to collect data
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Water

information required purpose source location
Bulk purchase information. 
Volume and value purchased.

Determine total quantity 
purchased and its value 
as well fi nancial value of 
sundry levies and charges 

Water Board or other bulk 
supplier Invoice

CFO or Accounts pay-
ment/procurement offi ce

Consumption information based on 
what is sold each month/year
• Number of KL sold to each type of 

consumer – metered consumers
• Volume of Free Basic Water
• Volume of Pre-paid water sold

Annual value of the sales to each type 
of consumer based on the price of 
each unit sold as set out in the sched-
ule of tariffs

Determine what is sold 
and to whom and at what 
price. Will also provide 
information regarding 
losses as there can now 
be reconciliation between 
what is bought and what 
is sold.

Billing/Invoice system CFO or management 
reports available from the 
revenue control offi ce

Sewerage/sanitation

information required purpose source location
Based on a fi xed monthly tariff
• Number of households receiving the 

service
• Number of businesses or commer-

cial enterprises receiving the service
• Number of other organisations 

receiving the service such as spots 
clubs and churches

Annual value of the sales to each type 
of consumer based on the monthly 
price of each type of consumer as set 
out in the schedule of tariffs

Determine the number 
of consumers provided 
with the service and the 
amount of funds collected 
in total by each type of 
consumer

Billing/Invoice system COF or management 
reports available from the 
revenue control offi ce

Based on the consumption of water 
which provides a variable consump-
tion charge
• Volume of water consumed by each 

household receiving the service
• Volume of water consumed by each 

businesses or commercial enter-
prises receiving the service

• Volume of water consumed by each 
of the other organisations receiving 
the service such as spots clubs and 
churches

Annual value of the sales to each type 
of consumer based on the unit waste 
water price of each type of consumer 
as set out in the schedule of tariffs

Determine the number 
of consumers provided 
with the service as well as 
the estimated volume of 
waste water entering the 
system, and the amount 
of funds collected in total 
by each type of consumer

Billing/Invoice system COF or management 
reports available from the 
revenue control offi ce

how to collect data
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refuse removal

information required purpose source location
Based on a fi xed monthly tariff
• Number of households receiving the 

service and number of collections 
each month.

• Number of businesses or commer-
cial enterprises receiving the service 
and number of collections each 
month

• Number of other organisations 
receiving the service such as spots 
clubs and churches and number of 
collections each month

• The extent of the collection service 
can vary by type of collection and 
nature of waste

Annual value of the sales to each type 
of consumer based on the monthly 
price of each type of consumer as set 
out in the schedule of tariffs

Determine the number 
of consumers provided 
with the service and the 
amount of funds collected 
in total by each type of 
consumer

Billing/Invoice system COF or management 
reports available from the 
revenue control offi ce

non-TradinG (eConoMiC or CoMMUniTy) serviCes

finanCial

information required purpose source location
Individual Vote/Trading account. The 
fi nancial information required is:
• Salaries and wages
• Staff social costs such as pension etc
• Repairs and Maintenance
• Depreciation
• External Interest
• Contribution to reserves or provi-

sions
• General expenses
• Other Expenses
• Internal Transfers from other votes to 

ensure that the costs of each trad-
ing activity is ring fenced

Budgeted Financial 
information for 2010/11 
fi nancial year
To the amounts the 
municipality will spend on 
delivering the service

Municipal Budget CFO or Budget offi ce

ManaGeMenT inforMaTion

information required purpose source location
Based on a tariff each time the service 
is used.
• Number of times the service is used 

or delivered.

Annual value of the sales of each type 
of service based on the price set out 
in the schedule of tariffs.

Determine the number 
of times the services and 
therefore the amount of 
funds collected. The cost 
of delivering the service 
each time can then be 
arrived at divided the total 
cost to provide the service 
by the number of times it 
is delivered.

Billing / Invoice system COF or management 
reports available from the 
revenue control offi ce

how to collect data
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notes:





TRANSPARENT TARIFFS is 
developed by the national 

associations for local authorities 
in Sweden, South Africa, Namibia 

and Botswana and has been 
tested in a selected number of 

municipalities during 2010-2011.

THE TRANSPARENT TARIFFS TOOLBOX HAS FIVE COMPARTMENTS

The USER GUIDE is developed as a support to users of the TARIFF 
MODEL. Any user should start off by studying the TARIFF SETTING 
guide, as this is the methodology that is used for the model. Without this 
knowledge, modeling will be like swimming on dry land…

How do I install the model on my computer? 
Does the model cater for multi-year budgeting? 
On what basis are costs apportioned in the 
model? What do you mean by “baseline tariff”?

  Anyone who is engaging with the 
TARIFF MODEL with the goal to 
interrogate existing tariffs.

  Calculating new tariffs. 
  Modelling different tariff 

structures.
  Assessing the affordability of 

tariffs. 

The purpose of the USER GUIDE is to 
make it easier for anyone engaging with 
the model to use it as a modeling tool 
for tariffs, but also to illuminate certain 
assumptions made in the model and 
explain some of the formulae used.

The USER GUIDE is a support to the 
TARIFF MODEL.

A USABLE DOCUMENT AIMED AT:

Takes the munici-
pality through the 

process of develop-
ing transparent and 

understandable 
tariffs. The guide 
deals with all as-

pects of tariff setting 
apart from the actual 

calculation. 

Supports the munici-
pality that wants to 

develop a transparent 
and understand-

able tariff policy. The 
goal is an accurate 

description of a tariff 
setting process as a 

refl ection of the fi nan-
cial strategy of the 

municipality.

Tools for the munici-
pality to communicate 

transparent and 
understandable tariffs 

to citizens. It takes citi-
zens’ concerns regard-
ing tariffs as its starting 
point, and suggests a 
set of basic methods 

that can be used to 
respond to these. 

Provides an opportu-
nity for the municipal-

ity to go from theory 
to practice. By insert-

ing actual numbers 
and real data into the 
excel-based model, 
tariffs for individual 

services can be 
calculated.

A supporting tool 
for practitioners of 

municipal fi nance to 
easily use the tariff 
calculation model 

once they have 
worked through the 

Setting Tariffs guide. It 
provides step-by-step 

guidance on how to 
use the model.

SETTING 
TARIFFS

DEVELOPING A 
TARIFF POLICY

COMMUNICATING 
TARIFFS

THE TARIFF 
MODEL

THE USER 
GUIDE




